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Graphs Cospectral with Distance-Regular Graphs
~~'.H. Haemers and E. Spence
Abstract
~~'e determine all graphs with the spectrum of a distance-regular graph with at
most 30 vertices (except possibly for the Taylor graph on 28 vertices).

1. Introduction
The spectrum of a graph (i.e. the multiset of eigenvalues of its (0,1) adjacency matrix)
gives much information about the structure of the graph. It indicates for instance if a
graph is complete, regular, connected and regular, strongly regular, or bipartite. For a
regular graph, the spectrum also determines the girth g as well as the number of g-gons
through each vertex. See [ 4]. In general, however, it cannot be seen from the spectrum
that a graph is distance-regular with diameter d when d 1 3(a distance-regular graph
with d G 2 is complete or strongly regular). Counter-examples are given by Hoffman [ 8]
for d~ 4(see also [ 1]) and by the first author [ 7] for d- 3. On the other hand, in
some cases distance-regularity is determined by the spectrum even for d~ 3. The present
paper gives an (almost) precise state of these affairs for all spectra that are feasible for
a distance-regular graph on n vertices for n G 30. For a spectrum E, let us denote by
gr~ the number of graphs with this spectrum and by drE the number of distance-regular
graphs with spectrum E. Clearly gr~ 1 drE and equality means that distance regularity
is recognizable from E. It is an easy and well-known result that gr~ - dr~ - 1 if E is the
sprectrum of an n-gon or a complete bipartite graph minus a complete matching. For all
other feasible spectra for distance-regular graphs with d~ 3 and n G 30 the values of drE
and grE are exhibited in the table of Appendix 1.
As general references we use Brouwer Cohen and Neumaier [ 1] for distance-regular graphs
and Cvetkovie, Doob and Sachs [ 4] for spectra of graphs. Both sub ject are also treated in
the recent book of Godsil [ 5]. For the following four lemmas we refer to [ 7].
Lemma 1.1 If I' is cospectral R~ith a distance-regulargraph 0 with one of the properties
below, then I' is distance-regular.
~ has diameter 3 and ~c - 1,
A is bipartite with diameter 3, or
0 has diameter d and girth g) 2d - 1.
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The parameter p. (- cz) of 0 gives the number of common neighbours of two vertices
at distance 2. A bipartite distance-regular ~raph with d- 3 is the incidence graph of a
s}'mmetric 2-(u, k, ~) design (abbreviated to: IG(u, k, ~)).

Lemma 1.2 Let I' be a graph cospectral w.ith a distance-regular graph with diameter 3
and kz vertices at distance 2 from each vertex.
i. An~~ vertex of I' has at least k2 vertices at distance 2.
ii. If a vertex ~ of I' has k2 vertices at distance 2, then I' is distance-regular around ~.
iii. If every vertex of I' has k2 vertices at distance 2, then I' is distance-regular.

Lemma 1.3 Let I' be a graph cospectral with a bipartite distance-regular graph with
diameter d and k; vertices at distance i from each vertex (i - 0, ..., d). If I' has also k,
vertices at distance i from each vertex for i- 0, ..., d, then I' is distance-regular.

Let I' be a graph with a partition of the vertices into two parts Vl and VZ say. Consider the
following operation. Delete each edge of I' between Vl and V2, and insert an edge between
Vl and 42 for each nonadjacent pair of vertices from I'. (Adjacency within Vl and V2 is left
unchanged.) This operation is called Seidel switching w~ith respect to the given partition
(see Seidel (11 ]). Two graphs are (Seidel) switching equivalent if one can be obtained from
the other by. Seidel s~vitching with respect to some partition. The Seidel spectrum of I' is
the spectrum of the T1 adjacency matrix J-2A-f-I, were A is the (0,1)-adjacency matrix
of I' (J denotes the all-one matrix and I the identity matrix). S~vitching equivalent graphs
have the same Seidel spectrum. Also for the (0,1)-adjacency matrix there is a switching
operation that leaves the spectrum invariant.

Lemma 1.4 Let A be a symmetric ( 0,1)-matrix, partitioned as follows:

A-

r-~1,1

...

A1 f

Sl 1

...

T
Al,l

..

Ae.e

Se,l

'

Sf.m

T
sl,i

. .

T
SC 1

Bl,l

"'

Bl,m

ST
l,m

BTl,m

' ' '

T
sl,m

SI m 1

Bm,m ~

such that each block has constant row (and column) sum. Suppose that for each block
S;,~ all, none, or half of the entries are equa] to 1. Then the matrix obtained from A by
replacing each half-filled block 5;,~ by its complement is cospectral with A.
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The switching of this lemma provides an important (but not the only) tool for the construction of graphs cospectral with a given graph. The concept is due to Godsil and McKay [ 6]
(see also Godsil [ ~]) and is a special case of Seidel switching if all matrices 5,,~ are half filled.

2. Validation; theoretic part
In this section we will give an account for those results in the table of Appendix 1 that did
not need a computer. The list of feasible spectra up to 30 vertices was kindly generat.ed
by A.E. Brou~;-er. The definition of feasible ~ve use is the one given in Brouwer, Cohen and
`eumaier [ 1] p.133. The same book gives the values of drE, except for case 21 and 22. For
these cases we need to know that there exist precisely five symmetric 2-(15, 7, 3) designs.
tw-o of which are each others dual; see 1 andi [ 9]. Therefore there are four non-isomorphic
incidence graphs of such designs, and (of course) the same is true for the complementary
designs.
For the cases 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 1~, 16, 19, 21, 22 and 23 we have drE - grE by Lemma 1.1.
The cases 1, 6, and 9 are taken care of by the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1 The Icosahedron graph, the Pappus graph and the Dodecahedron graph
are characterized b}- their spectra.
Proof. It suffices to prove that graphs with the given spectra are distance-regular.
Suppose I' has an adjacency matrix A with spectrum
~- {5',Va73,-15,-VJ3}

which is the spectrum of the icosahedron graph. Then C- Az f(1 - f)A - f I
is positive semi-definite. Suppose also that two non-adjacent vertices have p common
neighbours. Then C has a principal submatrix
p
L5-~

5-~ ,
p
J

and hence 5-~- p) 0, so that t~, G 2. For a vertex ry of I' let ~ be the subgraph of I'
induced by the vertices at distance at least 2 from ry. Then we easily have that t, has 6
vertices and 10 edges. Moreover p G 2 implies that ~ has no vertex of degree smaller than
3. Therefore the complement of 0 is one of the following four graphs: P6 (P„ is the path
with n vertices), K3 f P2i K2 ~ C4 (Cn denotes the n-gon), or CS with an isolated vertex.
For the first three cases there are non-adjacent vertices in 0 with at least three common
neighbours, which contradicts ~c G 2. Hence y has 5 vertices at distance 2 and one at
distance 3. So I' is distance regular by Lemma 1.2 ( or by straightfoward verification).
Next suppose that I' has the spectrum of the Pappus graph. Since the Pappus graph is
3

3-regular and bipartite of girth 6, so is I'. Hence each vertex of I' has 6 vertices at distance
2 and therefore 6 vertices at distance 3(since the diameter cannot exceed 4) and 2 vertices
at distance 4. `o~c Lemma 1.3 gives that I' is distance regulaz.
Finally we consider a graph I' cospectral with the dodecahedron graph. Then I' is 3regular. has diametér at most 5, has girth b and has three pentagons through each vertex.
The total number of closed walks of length 6 in I' equals trace(A6), which can be derived
from the spectrum. This implies that I' has no hexagons, because the dodecahedron graph
has no hexagons and because both graphs have the same number of trivial closed vvalks of
length 6. So two pentagons have at most one edge in common and it follows that any two
intersecting edges lie in a unique pentagon. :`ow it is straightforw-ard to verify that there
is a unique graph with all the mentioned properties.
~
The value of grr is due to Hoffman [ 8] for case 5 and due to Bussemaker and Cvetkovie [ 2]
for case 8. For the remaining cases (7, 13, 14, 17, 18 and 20) we determined the values
of grE by a computer search. But just to observe that grE ) drE there is an easy and
computer free argument for most cases, which we give below. For the tetrahedral graph,
the argument can be found in [ 7], but it seemed appropriate to give it here as well. The
tetrahadral graph J(v, 3) has as vertex set all 3-subsets of a v-set, where two subsets aze
adjacent whenever the intersection has size 2.

Proposition 2.2 For v ~ 6 there exists a graph cospectral with the tetrahedral graph
J(v, 3), but not distance-regular.
Proof. Fix a 4-subset X of the v-set. Partition the 3-subsets according the intersection
sizes with X. This partition satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1.4 (P - 1 and AI,I - J- I
corresponds to the four 3-subsets of X). It is easily checked that the graph obtained after
switching is not distance-regular.
p
The Desargues graph is the bipartite double of the Petersen graph. This means that it has
an adjacency matrix
[0 A~
A 0 '
where A is the adjacency matrix of the Petersen graph.

Proposition 2.3 There exists a graph cospectral with the Desargues graph, but not
distance-regular.
Proof. Partition the Petersen graph into a 4-coclique and the six remaining vertices.
This gives a partition of the vertex set of the Desargues graph into four parts to which
Lemma 1.4 applies (with e- 1, m- 3). It is easily checked that, after switching, two vertices that correspond to the same Petersen-vertex have 3 common neighbours. Therefore
4

the graph is not distance-regular.

p

See [ 2 j for a picture of the graphs of the aho~-e proposition.
Hadamard graphs are distance-regular graphs ~~.ith n- 8{~ vertices, degree k- 2p and the
following spectrum and intersection arra}~:
{k'.fk, 02k-' - fk -k'},

{k,k- 1,p,1;1,p,k-1,k},

respecti~.ely. They exist if and only if a Hadamard matrix of order k exists. Thus Hadamard
graphs cannot exist if p is odd and greater than 1. The intersection array, however. is feasible for all p, and in fact graphs with the above spectrum exist for infinitely many odd
~-alues of u.

Proposition 2.4 Let D be a Hadamard 3-design corresponding to a Hadamard matrix of
order 4p and let D' be a subdesign of D consisting of all points and the blocks of 2p arbitrary parallel classes. Then the incidence graph I' of D' has the spectrum of a Hadamard
graph of degree k- 2}~.
Proof. Let .N be the point-block incidence matrix of D'. Then NT N- p(J2k - K) f kl2k,
wherein A - J2 ~ Ik ( 9 denotes the Kronecker product and the indices indicate the size).
So the spectrum of .~"T,~" is {(k2)1, kk, Ok-1 }. If A is the adjacency matrix of I', then
A-

0
1V T

N
0

and A2 -

11.AT
0

0
NTN

'

Since 1~'NT and ;1'T,ti' have the same spectrum, Az has spectrum {(k2)2,k2k,O2k-z} and
hence, because I' is bipartite, A has spectrum {k1 ~k 02k-2,- fk -ki}
O
Hadamard matrices of order 4p exist for infinitely many values of p for odd as well as even
p. In particular there is a Hadamard matrix of order 12, which gives grE ~ drE - 0 for
case ~14 in the table (in fact we find two such graphs by this construction). Also if Ec is
even we find non-distance-regular examples. For instance the graph of Hoffman (case 5 in
the table) can be obtained in this manner. (There is a unique Hadamard 3-design with 8
points, constituted by the points and planes in AG(3,2). If we delete 3 parallel classes represented by 3 planes through a line we obtain the Hamming 4-cube, but if we delete 3 other
parallel classes we get Hoffman's graph.) Graphs constructed above are distance-regular
around at least half of the vertices (as follows easily from Lemma 1.2(ii)). This means that
for these constructions, transitivity of the automorphism group implies distance-regularity
(and therefore is impossible for odd p~ 1). However, in general, having a transitive group
and the correct spectrum is not sufFicient for distance-regularity. This is illustrated by the
following example.

5

Proposition 2.5 Let H'(d, q) be the graph defined on the dqd-I lines (q-cliques) of the
Hamming graph H(d, q), where tu-o lines are defined to be adjacent if they intersect. Then
H'(d, d) has the sarne spectrum as H(d, d), but is not distance-regular if d 1 3.
Proof. Let .1~ be the incidence matrix of points (vertices of H(d, d)) and lines (d-cliques
of H(d, d)). Then A' is a square matrix, 1':~'T - dI is the adjacency matrix of H(d, d) and
~"T ~" - dI is the adjacency matrix of H'(d, d). Therefore the two graphs are cospectral.
Take d) 3. Then there are in H'(d,d) two types of pairs of vertices at mutual distance
two. They can correspond to parallel lines, in which case they have d common neighbours.
or to skew lines. in which case there is just one common neighbour. So H'(d, d) is not
distance-regular.
~
In particular we find grE ) dr~ if E is the spectrum of the cubic lattice graph H(3, 3) (case
17 of the table). This disproves a conjecture of Cvetcovié, Doob and Sachs [4], p.183.
For spectrum ~5, ï and 8, non-distance-regular graphs can be obtained by the switching
procedure of Lemma 1.4 (see [ 7] for case 5). But if d~ 3, H'(d, d) cannot be obtained
from H(d, d) by switching. Indeed, switching does not change the number of common
neighbours of two vertices in one side of the splitting and therefore, if switching would
work, any rivo vertices of H(d, d) at distance 2 must lie in different pazts, which is impossible because of the existence of three vertices at mutual distance 2.
As a last construction we mention that in some cases the distance i(i ~ 2) graph of a given
distance-regular graph is cospectral with a distance-regular graph, but not distance-regular.
For example the distance 3 graph of H(3, 3) has the spectrum of GQ(2, 4) minus a spread,
but has diameter 2 and therefore is not distance-regular. This shows that grE 1 drE for
case ~18.

3. Computer results
Although separate computer programs had to be written to deal with the cases 7, 13, 14,
17, 18 and 20, there were sufficient similarities among them that a separate discussion of
these similarities is warranted. In the case of ~20, (Taylor graph) however, it became
clear that an exhaustive search was out of the question. Nevertheless we determined all
graphs of diameter 3 that are cospectral with the Taylor graph on 28 vertices. We leave a
discussion of this until the end.
Let A denote the adjacency matrix of a graph I' on n vertices and let v(A) denote the
binary integer (of length - zn(n - 1)) obtained by concatenating the rows of the upper
triangular part of A. The standard form of A, denoted by st(A), is the matrix such that
v(st(A)) - max {v(PtAP)

: P E S„} ,

where S„ is the set of all n x n permutation matrices. In our computer seazch for graphs
cospectral with distance regular graphs we constructed them by means of their adjacency
6

matrices which in the main were assumed to be in standard form. (An exception to this
was j~14 where it was known from the spectrum that the graph was bípartite. See ~3.2) A
backtracking algorithm ~vas used to construct such a matrix, one row at a time, beginning
~-ith the first. Suppose that after r rows of a possible candidate A have been found w~e
have the following partially completed matrix
Ar

Nr

NT

() ] '

(1)

where .9r is a principal submatrix of order r. A simple observation is that if (1) can be
completed to an adjacency matrix in standard form, then (1) itself must be in standard
form. Thus, to avoid going down a path in our computer search that might have been
previously traversed, it was important, for small values of r at least, to verify that (1)
was already in standard form. If it were, we would then proceed to the construction of
the (r ~ 1)st row of A, but if not, we backtracked in an attempt to determine another
possible rth row. This checking was done using a variant of F.C. Bussemaker's procedure
GRAPHPER~1i;TATIO`STANDARD. While this test was very important, there were
several other that were performed first. These we now describe.
3.1. Using eigenvalues.
As above, let .9 denote the adjacency matrix of the required graph I' (in standard form).
In each of the cases we used the eigenvalues of I' to find constants a, ~3, ~ and ó such that
the matrix C defined by
C - aA2 ~ ,D.9 ~ ryI ~ óJ,
(2)
was posítive semidefinite and had small rank, p say. Generally speaking, C itself would
have two ( or three) distinct eigenvalues, the greater ( greatest) of which we denote by B.
Then clearly any principal submatrix of C' must have rank at most p and have eigenvalues
that lie between 0 and 6. Interpreting this in terms of ( 1) above, we see that, for each r,
Cr:-n(AT~-NrNT )~-~3Arfyl~óJ
has rank at most p and eigenvalues that lie between 0 and 8. Thus, when (1) had been
found as a possible candidate for completion to an appropriate adjacency matrix A, the
matrix Cr was tested to see if
(a) rank(Cr) C p

and

(b) 0 C~min(Cr) C~max(Cr) C 8,

where ~min(Cr) and ~max(Cr) are the smallest and largest eigenvalue of Cr, respectively.
Of course it was only necessary to apply (a) when r) p, while (b) proved useful for small
values of r. In the case (a) the mechanics of the test depended on whether the coefficients
~„3,ry and ó were all rational integers (as in ~7, ~13, ~17 and ~18), so that C is an
integral matrix. When this was so the following simple observation gave rise to a very
efficient test that avoided the possibility of integer overflow when calculating the rank:
7

For any integral matrix B and any prime p, ranky(B) C rank(B), where ranky(B) denotes
the rank of B over ~y.
~~'e thus replaced the condition (a) above by (a') ranky(Cr) c p, where p was given the
(purely arbitrary) value 101. In the remaining two cases ~14 and ~20, the matrix C took
the form
C-DffE.
where D and E are integral matrices and d is a squarefree integer. Here we treated C as a
matrix of ordered pairs ( D,~,E;~) of integers and applied test ( a'). In all cases the p-rank
was determined using Gaussian elimination.
To see if (b) ~vas satisfied an iterative procedure was used to determine ~min(Cr) and
~max(Cr). To avoid undue lengthening of the computational time a fixed number n- 500
of iterations was taken. If, after n steps, successive iterations differed by more than E,
where we took E- lO-e, the procedure was deemed not to converge and (b) was not
applied. If, however, the procedure converged to within the limit E chosen, it was decided
to check the following weaker form of (b)
~`min(Cr) ~-10-3

and

amax(Cr) C B f lO-3,

simply to avoid the possibility of roundoff errors.
For each of the cases 7. 13, 14. 17,18, the matrix C, rank p and eigenvalue 8 used corresponding to (2) are given in the following list:
7.
13.
14.
17.
18.

C-A2-2A-37-3J,
C--4A2 f28I~7J,
C-4Az f4f A-(6f f)J,
C-Az~3A-2J,
C-Az-A-2I-2J,

p-5,
p-7,
p-7,
p-6,
p-6,

8-12,
8-24,
9-24(6- f),
8-18,
6-18.

In some cases a variant of the argument given in the proof of Proposition 2.1 gave reasonable upper bounds ~o and po to the values of ~ and p (a and p. denote the number of
common neíghbours of two adjacent and nonadjacent vertices, respectively). However, in
two of the cases, namely ~17 and ~18, better upper bounds to .~ were obtained by looking
at the Hoffman polynomiaL We illustrate by considering ~18. Here it is easily seen that
A3 f 3Az - 6A - SI - 24J, and from this it follows that [A3];; - 8. Since [A3];; is the
number of closed walks of length 3 from the vertex i and this is just the number of edges in
the neighbour graph I';, it follows that any two vertices that are joined can have at most 4
common neighbours. Thus ~ C 4 in this case. Moreover, knowing the number of edges in
I'; provided some information that enabled us to avoid some paths of the search tree and
thus further shorten the computational time involved.

8

3.2. Case 14 - The Hadamard graph on 24 vertices.
Here the spectrum tells us that the graph must be bipartite so we assumed that its adjacencv matrix A took the form
.ti 1
A - r 0

L~.T o1.

where ~' is a ( 0,1) matrix of size 12. The only difference in our computer search for such
matrices .4 between that of ~3.1 was that instead of .4 being in standard form we assumed
that `- was in standard form. In this case the standard form of a(0,1) matrix Lf of
size i~ x 6, denoted also by st(1~1), is defined as follows. Let v('Lf) ( previously defined for
symmetric ( 0,1) matrices) denote the binary integer obtained from M by concatenating
the rows of ~1. Then st(al) is that ( 0,1) matrix such that
v(st(1i~1))

-

max{v(P;l1Q)

: P E S,,,Q E Se}.

It is easy to verify that if M is in standard form then so also is the matrix M~ comprising
the first r rows of 'L7. Thus before proceeding to the possible construction of an (r ~ 1)st
row of the matrix A above, we checked to see whether the matrix tVr was in standard form
(using another procedure of F.C. Bussemaker).
3.3. Case 20 - Taylor graph on 28 vertices.
Taylor graphs are distance-regular graphs with intersection array {k, p, 1; 1, p, k}. If k2~c f 1 we will call them of conference type (because they are related to conference matrices).
All Taylor graphs in our table (~1, ï and 20) are of conference type.
Proposition 3.1 Let I' be a graph cospectral with the Taylor graph on 2q f 2 vertices of
conference type which has spectrum
~9f1)IZ
{q', -19, ~

-

~ ~9f1)~2}.

Suppose further that I' has diameter 3. Then I' is switching equivalent to a graph I" with
an adjacency matrix of the form

A~ - [

J2 - Iz
0

0
A1

'

where A1, of size 2q is the adjacency matrix of a regular graph of degree q with spectrum
{qi

-19,

~ (9-1)~2

9

-

~ (9-1)I2}.

(3)

Proof. Since I' has t~~.o vertices u and v at distance 3, we may assume that the adjacency
matrix .4 of I' takes the form
0
0

0
0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1... 1
0... 0
A~.~

0..: 0 1
1.. 1 I
A~,2

T
.~ l 2

5eidel switching with respect to rows ( and columns) numbered 2 to q f 2 gives the desired
form for A'. By Lemma 1.2(ii) I' is distance-regular around u ( and v) and therefore the
blocks A,,~ have constant row sum equal to ( q - 1)~2. Hence, after switching, At has
constant row sum q. Since I' and I" have the same Seidel spectrum it follows that A- z J
and A' - 2 J have the same spectrum. Because I' is regulaz, the spectrum of A- 2 J is
known and, since rank(J) - 1, an eigenvalue of A' - 2 J with multiplicity m (say) is for
m 1 1 also an eigenvalue of A' ~vith multiplicity at least m- 1. This yields that .4' has
eigenvalues -1, f and - f with multiplicity at least q- 1, ( q - 1)~2 and ( q - 1)~2.
respectively. From the structure of A' we know that A' has eigenvalues 1 and q. So only
two eigenvalues a and b ( say) are not yet known. From trace(A') - 0 we have a f b--2
and trace(A'2) - 2-~ 2q2 gives a2 ~ b2 - 2. Hence a- b--1. Thus we have found the
spectrum of A' and the spectrum of r11 follows.
p
It is a consequence of the above that in order to construct all graphs on 2q ~ 2 vertices
with diameter 3 and cospectral with a Taylor graph of conference type it is sufficient to
adopt the following procedure.
(i) Find all regular graphs I'1 on 2q vertices having spectrum given by (3).
(ii) Construct a new graph I" by adjoining two new adjacent vertices to I'1 that are
nonadjacent to all vertices of I'~.
(iii) Determine all regular graphs of degree q in the switching class of I".
Remark. L'sing the methods of ~3.1 we constructed all graphs cospectral with the Taylor
graph of conference type in the cases q- 5 and 9 and discovered that they all have
diameter 3, but we were unable to prove this for larger values of q. In fact we suspect it
to be generally false, since it is false for the Gosset graph, which is a Taylor graph that is
not of conference type (see [ 7~).
Since it rapidly became clear that when q- 13 an exhaustive search as outlined in ~3.1
was not feasible, we used the above three steps to find all non-isomorphic graphs on 28
vertices cospectral with the Taylor graph and having diameter 3. The methods applied to
10

step (i) were similar to those described in ~3.1 and therefore require no further explanation.
However, a brief description of step (iii) might be in order.
Suppose we have a T1 adjacency matrix C of a graph I' that has the Seidel spectrum
of the Taylor graph. To switch C into the T1 adjacency matrix of a regular graph of
degree q requires that we find a diagonal fl matrix D, say, such that DCD has row sums
1. This may be rewritten as DCDj - j(j denotes the all-one vector), or equivalently,
CDj - Dj, which means that Dj is an eigenvector for C corresponding to the eigenvalue
1. Conversel}-, any fl eigenvector X(corresponding to the same eigenvalue} yields a
diagonal matrix D- diag{al, ~zi .. ., x29} that switches C into the ~1 adjacency matrix
of a regular graph of degree q. Thus the main part of step (iii) is to find all fl vectors
X such that (C - I)X - 0. To compute these vectors we basically followed the procedure
used by Paulus [ 10 ] and subsequently by Bussemaker, ~lathon and Seidel [ 3]. In total,
when q- 13 we found 85 non-isomorphic graphs after step (i), these giving rise, by step (ii)
to 36 equivalence classes under Seidel switching. Examination of each of these switching
classes using the fl eigenvectors X found by the method of step (iii) showed that they all
had regulaz graphs (of degree q) in their switching classes, the total number found being
515. Since it is impractical to list all these graphs we content ourselves by giving only
one representative of each of the 36 sw~itching classes together with the number of regular
graphs obtained from each. These and the other graphs found in ~3.1 and ~3.2 are listed
in Appendix 2.
Acknowledgements. Part of the work for this paper was done while the second author
was visiting the L~niversity of Tilburg and the Technical L;niversity of Eindhoven. He
gratefully acknowledges the financial assistance he received from both institutions.
Both authors are indebted to A.E. Brouwer for producing the list of feasible parameters
for distance-regular graphs on at most 30 eertices.
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Appendix 1
Table of all feasible spectra E for a distance-regular graph on n G 30 vertices with diameter d~ 2 and
degree k~ 2(except for the complete bipartite graphs minus a complete matching). The number grE
gives the number of non-isomorphic graphs with spectrum E and drE indicates how many of these are
distance-regular. The incidence graph of a symmetric 2-(v, k, a) design is denoted by IG(c~, k, a).

~

n

k

1

12

J

2
3
4
5
6
7

{J~,f3.-15,-f3}

distance regular name
and intersect~on array
Icosahedron graph
{5,2,1;1,2,J}

1

1

{3t,~,-~,-3t}

Heawood graph - IG(7,3.1)
{3,2,2;1,1,3}

1

1

IG(7,4,2J
{4,3,2;1,2,4}

1

1

{4t 2s -la - 2s}

Line graph of Petersen graph
{4, 2, 1; 1, 1,4}

1

1

{4t , 2a, O6, -2a, - 4t }

Hamming ~-cube - H(4,2)
{4, 3, 2, 1; 1, 2, 3, 4}

1

2

{3t,~.0a,-~,-3t}

Pappus graph
{3,2,2,1;1,1,2,3}

1

1

{9t,3s,-1s,-35}

Tetrahedral graph J(6,3J
{9,4,1;1,4,9}

1

6

1

2

E

14

3

14

~
4i {4t,ve ,-~,-4t}

15
16
18
20

4
4
3
9

drE

gr~

Desargues graph

8

20

3

{3t,2a,15,-15,-2a,-3t}

9

20

3

{3t, f3 1s.0a -2a -~3}

{3,2,2,1,1;1,1,2,2,3}
Dodecahedron graph
{3, 2, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 2, 3}

1

1

{4t,(1~-f)6,(1-f)s,-2'}

Ceneralzzed hezagon CH(2,1)
{4,2,2;1,1,2}

1

1

IG(11,5,2)
{5, 4, 3; 1, 2.5}

1

1

IC(11,6,3J
{6,5,3;1,3,6}

1

1

{71,f',-1~,-~}

Kle:n graph
{7,4,1;1,2.7}

1

10

{6t,~,Ott,-~,-6~}

Hadamard graph
{6;5.3,1;1,3,5,6}

0

4

ft2,-~t2,-4t}

IG(13,4,1)
{4,3,3;1,1,4}

1

1

ftz,-~t2,-9t}

IG(13,9,6)
{9,8,3;1,6,9}

1

1

{6t,36,O1z,-3d}

Cubic lattice graph H(3,3)
{6,4,2;1,2,3}

1

4

8

{8t

GQ(2,.() minus a spread
{8,6,1;1,3,8}

2

13

3

Coxeter graph
{3t,2s,(-ltf)6,-1~,(-1-f)6}
{3,2,2,1;1,1,1,2}

10
11

21
22

12 22
13 24
14

24

15 26
16 26
17

27

18 27
19 28
20
21
22

28
30
30

23 30

4
5
6
ï
6
4
9
6

13

t

{5 , f

tt

,-f

{9t,

t

,-5 }

-~it.-6t}

{6t.~tt

{4t,

tt

21z,-1s,-46}

{13t,

7

13 ,-113,-

13~}

1

1

Taylor graph
{13,6,1;1,6,13}

1

~ 515

4

4

7

{7t

, 2ta -2ta -7t }

IG(15, 7, 3J
{7, 6, 4; 1, 3, 7}

8

{8t 21a - 21a -gt }

IG(I5, 8.4I
{8, 7, 4; 1,4, 8}

4

4

Tutte's 8-cage
{3, 2, 2, 2; 1, 1, 1, 3}

1

1

3

{3t

2s Ot t-2s -3t }
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Appendix 2
In the following pages w~e list all graphs found in the computer search for graphs cospectral
with numbers 7, 13. 14, 17 and 18 of the table. ~~'e give, for each graph, twro lines of
data. On the first is its standard form, while on the second we give the order of its
automorphism group and its orbits. The binary integer representing the standard form is
padded out ~vith just suíficient zeros to make its length divisible by 3 and then it is written
as an octal integer. The graphs of ~7 arise from three Seidel switching classes, but in
fact they can all be obtained from just one of them by the switching described in Lemma
1.4. In ~14 the tw~o graphs arising from the Hadamard matrix of order 12 (as described
Proposition 2.2) correspond to numbers 14.1 and 14.4 while the distance regular graphs
are identified as numbers 7.1, 13.10, 17.4, 18.12 and 18.13. Furthermore, 1 ï.3 is the graph
constructed in Proposition 2.3 and 18.11 is the distance 3 graph of 17.4.
In the case ~20 the format is different since it is not feasible to list all the graphs found.
As mentioned in the text there are (at least) 36 switching classes that have the same Seidel
spectrum as the Taylor graph and each of these possesses regular graphs in its switching
class. In the listing of these below, we identify the switching class with the standard form
that is the greatest of all the regular graphs in its switching class ( as defined in ~3.1). The
notation [x, y] means that there are x non-isomorphic regular graphs in the switching class
with automorphism group of order y. `umber 36 is the Taylor graph.
~7
1. 777000360740231460031703250612~146425121522460533245316252631ï74
1440
( 1234567891011121314151617181920)
2. 777000360740321070063300~264273043415322302260471547451246ï31574
96
(123678111215181920)(4 5 9 10 13 14 16 17)
3. 7770003746003053402241621341024317023462362641116661137535066654
(127813141617)(345615181920)(9101112)
32
4. 7770003746003053402231421443024257025462561700517232157633126474
16
(1278)(34561~171920)(9101112)(13141618)
5. 7770003746003033402231421443024257025462562541036711317633126474
48
(1278910111213141618)(345615171920)
6. 7ïï00037460030~3402241611350060365221462562511116661267272513364
12
(124678131415161820)(359121719)(1011)
~13
1. 774000016160000111600011230002003602040160034300015122224422060047644112
45031130504642202034
2
(113)(223)(36)(418)(516)(720)(812)(922)(1421)
2. 774000016160000111600011034002101604041140020260054322023415100036332051
30601231103040661005
12
(15671011121416202224)(2348913151718192123)
13

3. 7ï4000016160000111600011034002101604040160022220047422442404520107612124
44611342520204104454
3
(llllï)(2410)(31522)(51624)(61323)(7920)(81418)(121921)
4. 774000016160000111600011034002101604040160022220047422244410460107612124
44611342460404110254
2
(113)(223)(36)(420)(515)(712)(817)(922)(1421)
5. ïï4000016160000111600011034002001704101060021120443426021414240143331004
55411260032225242006
16
(1 5 9 10 12 13 15 16)(2348141ï 2021)(6 7 11 18 19 22 23 24)
6. ï74000016160000111600011034002001704101060021120443424222450220143331040
53011260434225242006
8
(151215)(28141ï)(342021)(671819)(9101316)(11222324)
7. ï74000016160000111600011034002001702110060116100006524112451021023325042
12241222135203020126
6
(1 4 5 12 17 19)(2 7 8 14 15 21)(31620)(61018)(9 11 13 22 23 24)
8. 77400001616000011160001103400200170210007023210002622504145024003521146ï
00212224306225003403
6
(1 4 5 13 15 19)(27891718)(31620)(6 10 14 21 22 24)(111223)
9. 774000014170000210700021114004221402104304022500025411016406150141003174
02452025244452222124
42
(12324)(2345678910111213141516171819202122)
10. 7740000141700002107000210160040446020225044025011U1422222310250121101130
15241005303060563224
336
(123456789101112131415161718192021222324)
~14
1. ï70000000370000034600004630001252000466000274000016000114001240032005402
44144124144160102113
120
(1235679101112)(48)(13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24)
2. 770000000370000034600006430002053000513001074000006000016000220065005501
64033006056615600000
12
(15791012)(2346811)(13 14 19 20 21 22)(1523)(161724)
3. 770000000370000036400004270001132000466000534000016000114001240026004602
60150124144160102113
20
(12)(345 6 789 10 11 12)(13 14 15 16 17)(1819)(20 21 22 23 24)
4. 770000000370000036400004270002074001123002146000006000014001460017005200
52003074036746300000
120
(123456789101112)(13 14 15 16 17 20 21 22 23 24)(1819)
~17
1. 770000001630000000074000001070000040340030003406000070000340000034444000
002235122011440011345102220047444110020204112
288
(126789121315161819)(3 4 5 20 21 22 23 24 25)(10 11 14 17 26 27)
14

2. 770000001434000002230000000170000004340012222001222200004460220050220050
020420102111601010402101031101202006120553222
72
(1236 ï 9 10 11 12 13 16 19 20 21 24 25 26 27)(4 5 8 14 15 17 18 22 23)
3. 770000001036000000017000046014000014140070003000300140404200202100060030
300032104021040001200053031403012012746324500
1296
(123456 ï 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27)
4. 7i000000103600000001ï000044214000104140044250000425001100300040060440500
10120400140000ï001200056420504442043502444163
1296
(12345678910111213141516171819202122232425262ï)
~18
1. 776000001407600002041700000001ï600000ï0743104600115014264205215250000176
010265101504620752023010122062302022224410120
4
(122122)(325)(510)(691314)(7121618)(8111517)(1924)(2023)(2627)
2. 776000001407600002041700000001760000070743104600114414264405215250000176
010165102504620752025010142032302024214410210
(12367891112131415161718212225)(4 5 10 19 20 23 24 26 27)
36
3. 776000001407600002001740001000760020030742140640306014150740023262014056
014512605001252160522311424101130044041206040
2
(14)(310)(523)(621)(724)(822)(920)(1113)(1526)(1617)(1825)(1927)
4. 776000001407600002001740000020760040030743063000102154604464132046042124
006234445022406622104252012132130224144102040
12
(1 ï 11172021)(23891314181922242527)(452326)(1015)(1216)
5. 776000001407600002001740000020760040030743063000102154426064310446101124
250500062312443220310231012132112260144102040
12
(1 ï 12172021)(23891314181922242527)(452326)(1015)(1116)
6. ï76000001407600002001740000020ï60040030ï43063000102154426064310446101124
202320544112443410310250030523112460035002040
16
(1 7 11 12 16 17 20 21)(23458913141819222324252627)(1015)
7. 776000001407600000001760000030361471000400435020044342461043411254000426
462062411501160162004232106251104033201210600
4
(110)(28)(342627)(59)(672024)(11121822)(1314)(1721)(1923)
8. 776000001407600000001760000030361470210000514060060152461043403350010414
422132411501160162002131106461111210242210240
12
(1 10 11 18 19 23)(23568913141ï202126)(4 7 16 24 25 27)(121522)
9. 776000001407600000001760000030361470210000514060060152461043403350000426
462062411501160162002132106461104222242210240
16
(1101923)(258913141721)(346720242627)(11121822)(1625)
10. 776000001407600000001760000030361470210000514060060152461043403350000426
426222053110130520402134206045520122240640240
24
(1 10 16 19 23 25)(25891112131417182122)(346720242627)
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11. 77600000100ïï00000000770041610140004341444620120412503406122251005020320
202244431401006254116221006224150140120515114
1296
(123456789101112131415161718192021222324252627)
12. i7600000100ï790000000770041414140014141446003140063141140360036014202504
244110211131104214212110415021006242210613222
1296
(123456 ï 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27)
13. ïï6000001007700000000770041414140014141446003140063141124250052124202504
124050410546102060641421044212122022211122524
324
(123456 ï 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1i 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27)
~20
1. 777740000i760ï400174001ï606272141021132430321017241551062345150133413674
061451533406534304i10317262361310673527716551747244233

(lo, ll

[ls, 2l

2. 777740000776074001707216007005117015041350425461221473026111513132025350
037643632314174310700735742150725547363132723436471463
[1,1]
[5, 2]
(1, 3]
[1, 6]
3. 777740000ï77460001740077006212607004316114146076053146141526215035047170
6037043623213544417013275261132554711ï4746665324247157
[4, 1]
[16, 2]
4. 777ï40000776074001ï46017006017146007012560252250673500150423633403143036
05361064764035640662237566243454546264ï752651314765217
[7, 1]
[5. 2]
[1, 3]
[1, 6]
5. 7ï77400007760ï4001707216006441117004551340115521424334077124234036503344
315606315623414142711246725154361462355664146757265247
[10,1]
[16, 2]
6. 7777400007760ï400174601700621214ï00~162414131436073420152045632037046164
22352345ï53141424ï20115646365343472ï155554671213165247
[10,1]
[16, 2]
7. 777740000776074001746017006017146007040760231520657404152075033506146050
136606322017274506331167ï75046266113355641463263665217
[36,1]
8. 777740000776074001707216006405156005432230103076241274137310107306344270
207703073202350326231157271245156323353570067366454653
[10,1J
[16, 2]
9. 7777400007ï6074001746017006017146007042530250652273500130423627426025014
635604713620534066664175715054326257143750655354370653
[1, 1]
[5, 2J
[1, 3]
[1, 6]
10. ï77740000776074001707216006405156005132430022176277200132331207036264246
066700732432233015712253265245547063633711226746654653
[7, 1]
[5, 2]
[1, 3]
Í1, 6]

16

11. 77ï740000777460001701276006405616006242360054740660346153121702235231720
34652405741037417141126332466063706354603671355ï265217
[lo. ll
[~, 2)
12. 7ïï740000ïï6074001ï0721600644111ï006441350215541242273033124705146521170
245702634237055041ï0425746514272ï14ï163532072576471463
[24. 1]
13. ï77740000ïï6074001707216006441117006441350013561262471033124705254431170
245i0263443~053061720076674140ï2ï1473635320ï34ï6471463
[24, 1]
14. 7777400007760ï400170721600640515602113063032203620227611632702553010i246
107702532426433105ï05331522351345662533472165656454653
[1, 1)
[6, 2)
15. 777740000ï76074001707216006441117024113310321063210247453364251246511060
323ï02715534033320704237426572307073035454526637675223
[36, 1 )
16. 777740000ï76074001707216006405156021130630322036202276116327025530107246
107702532432233105706271464345545662533472165656454653
[4,1]
17. 777740000776074001707216006405156007040760231510644274152525131606143312
2315421274002730627071745ï1167246712155546471336265217
[2, 2]
[4, 4]
18. ï7774000077607400170ï216006405156005430720116232444274166123033740113036
107306525306334062ï06313462645316725346474171626162537
[2,1]
[8, 2]
19. ï77740000776074001707216006405616005460330054570253230436134027240715024
617701362432452447304647545473641265266666615063463353
[1,1]
[5, 2)
[1, 3]
[1. 6]
20. 777ï40000776074001740017606272141024122434146417042551062615511030617164
243657063470254062710267265171554303545534551667245237
[9,11
[6, 2)
21. 7777400007ï6074001746017006017146005252430225234257404132075027146305141
133403732146475407402355773064464133323730165452355653
[1,1]
[5, 2]
[1, 3]
(1, 6]
22. 7777400007760ï4001746017006017146007040760231520657404151057033506243252
23120232610727430662517577506624671205554627123336521?
[2, 4]
[3, 2)
23. 7ï774000077607400174601700621214ï020362540202551615126063554122544136426
465703012573115012724263627023625234306753517431273716
[25, 1]

f2, 2]

[2, 3l

[2, 6)

17

24. ï77740000777460001701276006405ï5002031456040315076124074212211ï720247650
174705606327304162606345461561514566343537671033067447
[2. 3]
[4. 6]
[10. 1]
[5, 2]
23. 777740000776074001707216006003716011133030225216277200132502333454223024
1573116514344321ï2621152ï31266510671653554462336654653
(1, 3]
[2, 4]
[1, 6]
26. 7ï7740000ï76074001707216006441117015540214310546414326432530464066525146
2613053252521i406550407ï550373622452563ï54312533661463
[7, 1J
(3, 3]
27. 77774000077746000170127600641141ï006146340054661460354072621314347023660
741464472500374470604647345150746075231543713557265247
[~, 2]
[4, 8]
28. 777740000776074001707216006405156005132430103076242274136ï04225606344530
107640473032624043727271464345156723153670066656654653
[5,1]
[16, 2]
[8, 4]
29. 777740000776074001707216006405616041103630003117477200626134033241472025
41ï717403401672634505263524667624432623716464237556272
[2, 21
[2, 3l
[1, 6]
[1, 781
30. 777740000776074001707216006405616005460330054570253230326134027240715024
61ï251363432544047304707543473641247266666615064563353
[1, 3]
(1, 6]
(2, 4J
31. ïi77400007760ï4001ï07216006405156005132430022176277200132325225036264246
066700732446233015711271324331547463433711226656654653
[1, 6]
(1, 12]
[3, 4]
32. ï7ï740000776074001i07216006405156007022630226426244274132325125446245330
055306463306274043706155470345546707153730265257454653
[3,1]
(3, 2]
[1, 3]
[2, 6]
33. 777740000776074001707216006405156005430720116232444274166123033446113330
107306525306534064706313462645316665326474171626162537
[2,1]
[8, 2]
34. 7ï7740000777460001701276006405616006223320066132465260162534032431073340
713302156307074525210713342625315570674762625066162537
[2, 2l
f3, 4]
[2~ 8l
35. 777740000777460001701276006405616006242360065170447260166134033140713030
713ï021563106745452113133232232555706ï4762615066163137
[1, 4]
[1, 8]
[2, 24]
36. 777740000770077001434343402232332022525520514652447214545132070651162544
712250165432462062624234566171511263705065433432326777
[1, 2184]
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